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Mishna: 

• Discusses halachos concerning a ba’al keri reciting Shema and certain brachos (2 opinions): 

a. Tanna Kamma – a ba’al keri may not recite Shema but should think it in his heart (meharher 

b’libo), and he does not recite the brachos before or after Shema. For eating, he does not recite 

a bracha beforehand, but must recite Birkas Hamazon afterwards. 

b. Rebbi Yehuda – a ba’al keri does recite the brachos before and after. 

Gemara: 

• Two contrasting implications from the Mishna: Ravina – cognition is like speech (hirhur k’dibur 

dami), otherwise there is no benefit to a ba’al keri thinking Shema in his heart. Rav Chisda – 

cognition is not like speech (hirhur lav k’dibur dami) since, if the two were the same, a ba’al keri 

should simply recite the Shema rather than think it in his heart; however, a ba’al keri should still 

think the Shema in his heart in order to be a part of the tzibbur. 

• R’ Yehuda provides biblical sources for the obligation to recite Birkas Hamazon after eating, and 

Birkas Hatorah prior to learning. R’ Yochanon attempts to prove the obligation to recite brachos 

prior to eating and after learning from a kal vachomer, but such proofs are ultimately dismissed. 

• Gemara quotes a variety of opinions whether one must repeat Shema, Emes V’Yatziv, or Tefilla in the 

event of a safek, generally turning on whether such portion is midioraisa (repeat) or mideraban (do 

not repeat). 

• Various opinions are brought down as to how one should conduct himself if coming late to shul, 

focusing on whether the primary concern is saying Kedusha or Modim with the tzibbur. 

Halacha:   

Shulchan Aruch OC 62:3 – if, as a result of sickness or an ones, one is unable to recite Shema, the obligation 

can be fulfilled through thinking.  Mishna Berura points out this does not truly fulfill the obligation and, 

therefore, if circumstances change and the z’man has not passed, one must go back and recite the Shema.  

Shulchan Aruch OC 107:1, 268:2 – (1) if one realizes in the middle of Sh”Esrei that he already davened, he 

should stop even in the middle of a bracha; (2) if one realizes he is accidentally saying the weekday Sh”Esrei 

on Shabbos, he should finish the bracha and then start the Sh”Esrei for Shabbos. 

Shulchan Aruch OC 109:1 – if one comes late to shul and has time to finish Sh”Esrei and say kedusha with the 

tzibbur, he is allowed to start. If not, he waits until after kedusha and then continues with Sh”Esrei. 

Inspiration: 

Tifferes Shlomo 

“Yisah Hashem panav eilecha (Bamidbar 6:26)” – Hashem shows us favoritism because we are meticulous to 

bentsch on a small amount even if not fully satiated. This special reward is not because we are machmir, but 

because Birkas Hamazon is about gratitude, and the key to simcha in life is recognizing and expressing 

gratitude to Hashem even for the small things. 

Difference between Torah and Mazon – Mazon provides temporary benefit while Torah provides eternal 

benefit. Each of us has a limited amount of time, energy and resources – choose to put your full kochos into 

Torah, which yields a much better “ROI”. 

“V’nikdashti b’soch b’nei yisrael (Vayikra 22:32)”; “Hibadlu mi’toch ha’eidah ha’zos (Bamidbar 16:21)” – 

Chazal learn the concept of a minyan (the cornerstone of kedusha) from the 10 meraglim, teaching us that 

even the worst rasha has the ability to bring the kedusha down from shamayim. 


